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Describe types of economic resources. 

Objectives:

Explain how limited resources  
affect business.
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Find the Right Resources
Economic resources are items that can be used to produce goods 

and services. They are the inputs that enable businesses to operate. 

Without resources, there would be no production. Can you imagine 

trying to run even a small business, such as a family farm, without  

land on which to plant crops, seeds to plant, sunshine and rain to 

make crops grow, tractors to till the soil, barns in which to keep 

equipment and supplies, and farmers to plant and harvest crops?

Recently, Mindy and  
Jessica held a yard sale  
to get rid of old clothes, 
outgrown shoes, and other  
unwanted belongings. 

Since the weather that day was hot and  
humid, the sisters also decided to sell ice-cold, 
hand-squeezed lemonade.

Before they could sell the lemonade, though, the 
girls had to gather and prepare some must-have 
items—also known as economic resources—for the 
lemonade stand. They filled a large glass pitcher 
with water and lots of ice, added some sugar, and 
squeezed several fresh lemons for lemon juice. 
Next, they stirred the mixture with a long-handled 
spoon and garnished it with a few lemon slices. 
Finally, they put the lemonade and some cups on 
a small table in the yard and convinced their little 
brother Caleb to sell the lemonade to customers.

Even though Mindy and Jessica’s lemonade stand 
was very small, it needed a variety of resources—
including natural resources, human resources, 
and capital goods—to be successful. Do you know 
which of the lemonade stand’s economic resources 
fell into each category? Read on to find out!
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As businesses grow and become more complex, they require more and more resources. In addition, the 

resources that businesses use vary. For instance, the resources needed by a computer-chip manufacturer 

differ greatly from the resources needed by a school cafeteria. Even similarly sized businesses within the 

same industry use different resources. Think about NFL football fields: some are natural grass, while others 

are synthetic turf.

Producers are responsible for choosing and using 

the best combination of resources. They must decide 

how many workers are needed, what supplies and 

equipment are appropriate, and what raw materials 

are necessary to produce their goods and services. 

By doing this, businesses can more easily reach their 

goals, and consumers can obtain the products that 

they want.

In economics, resources are usually divided into three 

categories: natural resources, human resources, and 

capital goods. These resources are also known as fac-

tors of production because they enable businesses 

to produce the goods and services that consumers 

want. Let’s look at these resources in more detail. 

Professional football teams are similar in size and structure, but they use 
different resources. No two fields are exactly alike! 

herreid/iStock/Thinkstock
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Any resource that is found in nature and used to produce goods and services  

is considered a natural resource. Natural resources are sometimes generally  

referred to as land, but they include much more than land itself. Nature provides  

a wide variety of resources, including:  

Let the  
Sunshine  

In

 • Land  

 • Minerals such as iron ore, gold, silver,  
and copper  

 • Energy reserves such as oil, coal,  
and natural gas  

 • Lakes, rivers, oceans, and other  
bodies of water  

 • Wildlife and vegetation  

 • Air

 • Weather conditions such as  

sunshine, precipitation, and wind

Glam-Y/ 
iStock/

Thinkstock

i_panki/ 
iStock/Thinkstock

hat are some  
natural resources

that are used to make 
lemonade? Water and 
lemons, of course!

A ll of these natural resources become economic resources when they  

are used to produce a good or service. For instance, we can build factories  

and offices on the land; trees can be turned into paper; water, sun, and wind  

can be used to generate electricity for manufacturing; and air can be used to cool 

machines and buildings.
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Get the Job Done 

People, our human resources, are valued for the work they do to produce goods and services. This includes both physical 

and mental work. Human resources are sometimes called labor. Examples of human resources include:

 • Real estate agents selling or leasing property

 • Truck drivers delivering raw materials and/or  
finished goods

 • Operations managers coordinating production activities

Rawpixil Ltd/iStock/Thinkstock

Every person who works—whether in an office, a school, a restaurant,  
or a factory—is a human resource. 

 • Marketing researchers administering questionnaires

 • Entrepreneurs investing time and effort in new  
products and businesses

Human resources are required, to some extent, in the production of all goods and services. In fact, 

human resources are our most important economic resource. They combine the other resources  

to produce goods and services. Think back to Mindy  

and Jessica’s lemonade stand. What would have  

happened without Mindy, Jessica, and Caleb’s labor?

Some economists believe that entrepreneurship  

should be considered separate from human resources,  

as a fourth factor of production. Entrepreneurship is  

the act of organizing resources and accepting risk in  

order to obtain a profit. An entrepreneur has an idea  

and brings together economic resources to make  

the idea a reality. Some say that without entrepre- 

neurship, the other factors would be useless. 

Other economists think that entrepreneurship  

is just one form of human resources, not a  

separate category. What do you think? 
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Use the Right Tools

Any manufactured or constructed item that is used to produce goods and services is considered a capital good.  

While natural resources are provided by nature, capital goods are created by people. Human resources create and  

use capital goods to transform natural resources from their less satisfying original state to products that better  

satisfy consumers. In addition, capital goods help human resources to be more productive.

Capital goods come in many forms. Equipment, machinery, and tools that are physically used to produce goods and  

services are capital goods. Supplies, buildings, trucks, roads, and ports are also capital goods. Why? They enable  

producers to operate businesses and make products available to consumers.  

Even Mindy and Jessica used capital goods: a pitcher, a spoon, and  

a table. Keep in mind, though, that although money is needed  

Pixilci/i
Stock/Thinkstock

Companies would struggle to function without trucks and other capital goods 
that make production and distribution possible.

to run a business, it is not a capital good. Instead, it is  

considered financial capital.

Capital goods reflect the state of technology that exists 

in society. In general, societies that are leaders in tech- 

nology use or have the most up-to-date capital goods. 

While developing countries might use hand tools to pro-

duce goods and services, industrialized societies take 

advantage of much more sophisticated (and more  

readily available) industrial and digital technology. 

   hat do you think farmland is—a natural resource or a capital good? Obviously, farmland is land,  

a natural resource. But farmland is often cleared, fertilized, treated with pesticides, and transformed  

so dramatically that some experts consider farmland to be a capital good. After all, a farmland  

“factory” produces food and other crops for consumption. 
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Summary 

Economic resources are items that can be used to produce  

goods and services. They enable businesses to operate. Without  

them, there would be no production. There are three categories  

of economic resources: natural resources, human resources,  

and capital goods.

 1. What are the inputs that enable businesses to operate?

 2. Why are economic resources important?

 3. Economic resources are also known as ___________.

 4. What are natural resources?

 5. What is an example of a human resource?

 6. What are capital goods?

For a short video explanation of economic resources, check  

out Dr. Mary J. McGlasson’s video, “Episode 3: Resources”:    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PgP0dXAGAE  . 

T he VanB manufacturing plant,  
located in the small town of Castle, 
Illinois, claims that it supports the 
local community and looks after 
its workers. However, to increase 
productivity and reduce costs, 
VanB recently replaced 125 of its 
production-line employees with 
automated machinery. Given that 
approximately 90% of the laid-off 
workers live in Castle, most local 
residents are outraged. If VanB 
truly supported its community, 
these residents say, the company 
wouldn’t have even considered 
eliminating any of its human re-
sources. What do you think? Was 
it unethical for the company to re-
place so many of its workers with 
automated machinery? Or do the 
Castle residents have unrealistic 

expectations for VanB?
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Limited Resources, Limitless Wants

How can businesses respond to 
the declining supply of oil and 
other nonrenewable resources?

N atural resources, human resources, and capital goods are 

all limited. There are not enough of these resources available  

for everyone to have as much of them as desired. In other 

words, people want more resources than what exists or can  

be produced easily at any one point in time. Let’s see why 

each of these resources is limited. 

Where Have All the Flowers Gone? 

Historically, the earth has supplied us with virtually all of  

the natural resources that we have ever wanted. Even today,  

despite technological advances and a growing aware-

ness of the earth’s limitations, we rely on 

our planet for nearly all of our 

natural resources. If this 

pattern persists into the future and the world’s population 

continues to increase, there will be more and more people 

demanding limited (and in some cases, shrinking) natural 

resources. As a result, fewer resources will be available for 

each person.

Unfortunately, the supply of some natural resources is run-

ning out. We call these resources nonrenewable because 

there is no way for us to make more of them. Take oil, coal, 

and natural gas, for example. These fossil fuels will even-

tually run out. Experts predict that most of the world’s oil 

reserves will run out within the next 25 to 50 years. They 

also predict that the United States will run out of natural 

gas in approximately 84 years, and the world’s coal mines 

will be empty about 110 years from now.
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Nonrenewable resources also include minerals such as iron ore, gold, and diamonds. 

Iron ore is used to produce steel, while gold and diamonds are used in the production 

of many different products. At first glance, the depletion of nonrenewable natural  

resources appears to be a problem that cannot be overcome. However, it encour-

ages research and new product development.  

Nevertheless, there are parts of the world where these nonrenewable resources are 

still plentiful. For example, oil reserves have been detected beneath the ocean’s floor. 

But this oil is difficult and quite expensive to obtain and transport. The same is true  

of natural resources in Antarctica. Even though scientists suspect that Antarctica 

contains plentiful natural resources, adverse climate conditions and thick ice make 

it tricky and costly to extract them.

In other parts of the world, some countries cannot tap their natural resources 

because they lack the technology needed to do so. Although these countries may 

have oil or precious minerals, they cannot obtain these natural resources because 

they do not have the necessary equipment and knowledge. In many African coun-

tries, for instance, natural resources are still plentiful. Due to poverty, hunger, and 

civil unrest, though, these nations have not had the opportunity to put their re-

sources to best use.

France68/iStock/Thinkstock
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W hich natural resources do we use 

the most? Check out “The Six Natu-

ral Resources Most Drained by Our  

7 Billion People” by Camila Ruz to 

find out: http://www.theguardian.

com/environment/blog/2011/oct/31/

six-natural-resources-population  .

Listen Up! 

The supply of some natural resources is also affected by weather conditions and the natural environment in which  

the resources exist. The availability of many crops is often affected by weather conditions that are too cold, too hot, 

too wet, or too dry. Can you identify any recent crop shortages that resulted from bad weather conditions? 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/blog/2011/oct/31/six-natural-resources-population
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Garbage collection might not seem like an appealing 
job, but can you imagine what would happen if no 
one worked to keep our cities clean? 

Can You Lend a Hand? 

How is it possible for human resources to be limited? Surely, with a booming global population, there is no  

shortage of workers, right? Wrong. Like natural resources and capital goods, human resources are limited. 

First, only some of the world’s people are willing and able to work. Others are too young, too old, disabled,  

or not interested in working. Can you think of anybody who might fall into one or more of these categories? 

Secondly, there are shortages of workers for certain jobs or professions.  

This situation occurs due to several different factors.

Paul Vasarhelyi/Thinkstock

 • People lack the special training or skills needed to do these jobs.

  For instance, there is a shortage of qualified nurses in many parts of the 
country. As the Baby Boomer generation has aged, the need for nurses 
has grown. Unfortunately, the supply of qualified nurses has not kept  
pace with the increased demand.

 • People are not interested in filling certain jobs.

  This situation can occur when jobs are considered dangerous, pay is not 
considered adequate for the amount or type of labor required, or the job’s 
image does not appeal to potential workers. As an example, butchers are 
in short supply in some parts of the country. Some individuals have no 
desire to be butchers because they want nothing to do with processing 
raw meat. Others choose not to go into the industry because they feel 
that the pay is inadequate for the type of work required.
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 • Workforce demographics change.

  Currently, over one-third of our nation’s workforce is made up of Baby 
Boomers. When these Baby Boomers retire in the next decade or two, 
they will vacate approximately 76 million jobs, including many skilled 
and upper-level positions. Who will take these jobs? Economists and 
other experts predict that Generation X will assume many of the 
positions previously held by Baby Boomers. However, there are only 
46 million members of Gen X. That will leave approximately 30 million 
senior-level positions empty, and not all members of Generation Y will 

be prepared or qualified to take these high-level jobs.

Will members of younger generations have the 
skills and experience necessary to fill the open 
positions left by retired Baby Boomers? How 
might this change affect businesses?

To  read about some of the worker shortages in the United States and why 

they exist, visit “Confronting the Skilled-Worker Shortage” by William Atkinson: 

http://www.hreonline.com/HRE/view/story.jhtml?id=534359115  . 

 • People do not live where certain job opportunities exist. 

  Think back to our earlier discussion about butchers. Even if some 
regions of the country have a surplus of butchers, other parts of the 
country are obviously experiencing a shortage of them. To fill these 
positions, unemployed meat workers may find it necessary to move  
to different geographic regions where they are needed. 

Credit/iStock/Thinkstock

simon2579/iStock/Thinkstock

shironosov/iStock/Thinkstock
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In developing societies, consumer goods such as food, tools, and textiles are 
sold in local markets and are generally not used in economic production. 

TiggyMorse/iStock/Thinkstock

Natural Resources 

When natural resources are limited, producers use one or more of the following techniques:  

 • Find another source. When a resource becomes limited in one area, it may be found in another.  
For example, searches for more oil deposits began when there was an oil shortage. Oil has now  
been found in other parts of our country, in other countries, and on the ocean floor.  

What’s in Your Toolkit? 

Capital goods are limited by the amount of labor and natural resources 

available to produce them and by the money available to purchase them. 

A truck manufacturer, for example, might have to refuse orders for new 

semi-trucks if a needed part for the vehicles is unavailable. In another 

situation, an advertising firm might need a new copy machine, but if 

management cannot afford to purchase it, the firm would have  

to rely on its current copier. In some societies around the world,  

capital goods are also limited by the level of technology available.  

Societies that rely on less advanced tools usually produce fewer  

products. Those items that are produced are typically for  

personal use (consumer goods and services), rather  

than for use as capital goods.

Making Do With Less

When resources are limited, producers must take  

steps to make up for the shortages. Let’s look at  

the steps they take.
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 • Find an alternative resource. Sometimes, other resources can serve the same purpose as a more 
limited resource. Natural gas and solar energy, for instance, have replaced oil for many home uses.

  Also, the popularity of alternative-fuel vehicles (powered by electricity, ethanol, biodiesel, compressed 
natural gas, or hydrogen) is increasing among consumers as well as  
manufacturers. Do you know anyone who drives a car powered  
by something other than gasoline?

Iurii Druzhynets/iStock/Thinkstock

It seems like there is a gas station on every corner, but with 
the growing popularity of alternative-fuel vehicles, electric 
charging stations might become just as easy to find!  

 • Conserve the resource. To conserve a disappearing resource, users must decrease the amount 
that is currently used. Consider some of the world’s endangered animal species. Many of them are 
protected by laws that make it illegal to kill or use them.

 • Pay a higher price for the resource. When natural resources are limited, producers are willing to 
pay more to obtain the resource. That’s why a piece of land in a booming business district is likely 
to cost more than the same piece of land in a rural area. Think about it: there is a much more 
limited supply of (and possibly a higher demand for) available land in a city’s business district than 
in the country. 

The video “The Future of Renewable Energy”  
by VideoInfographs.com gives more  

information about renewable resources:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjCcmSdraRI  .
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 • Offer higher wages. To attract workers to some jobs—especially dangerous  
or undesirable ones—businesses pay high wages. Airplane pilots, for example, 
are typically paid higher wages due to the danger they face on the job.

 • Offer training and retraining. When workers lack the skills to perform a job, 
some businesses train or retrain their employees. Businesses that purchase new 
computer software, for instance, typically retrain their current employees to use 
the new application.  

 • Promote job openings. Billboards, print, broadcast, and electronic advertisements 
can be used to inform potential workers that positions are available. Some 
businesses also send recruiters to college campuses in hopes of locating  
new employees.

 • Find new sources of human resources. When faced with shortages of  
traditional employees, many businesses seek new sources of employees.  
Fast-food restaurants, which in years past were typically staffed by teenagers, 
now encourage senior citizens and individuals with disabilities to apply.  

What  
dangerous  
or undesirable  
jobs would you consider 
doing in exchange for 
higher wages? 

iunewind/ 
iStock/ 
Thinkstock

Human Resources

Resource owners and producers rely on a variety of techniques when human resources  

are limited. They might:
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 • Increase automation. For some jobs,  
businesses replace human resources  
with capital goods. In fact, in many  
factories, robots now do the work  
previously done by human resources.  

 • Offer employee-assistance programs. Employers use a variety of assistance programs  
to attract workers. Some businesses furnish day care for their employees’ children or 
provide financial assistance for employees who wish to attend college.   

 • Offer benefits. Employers offer monetary and nonmonetary benefits to attract workers. 
Monetary benefits can include bonuses for new hires and payment of relocation expenses. 
Job security and medical insurance are examples of nonmonetary benefits.  

 • Offer flextime. Flextime allows workers to start and end the work day at  
their convenience. For instance, instead of starting the day at 8:00 a.m.  
and ending at 4:00 p.m., a worker might begin at 6:00 a.m. and end at  
2:00 p.m. 

 • Offer shared time. In shared time, two people share the responsibility  
for one full-time position. As an example, two employees could fill one  
accounting position—one working in the morning, and the other working  
in the afternoon. 

Robots are used  
in many industries, 
from automobile  
assembly lines to  
agriculture. Some 
advanced robots  
are even used to 
perform surgery! Baloncici/ 

iStock/Thinkstock
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Capital Goods 

Remember, as natural and human resources become limited, capital goods can become limited. 

When faced with such a situation, producers use one or more of the following techniques: 

 • Maintain the capital good. If an old piece of equipment is still needed and 
replacements are not available, employees are encouraged to use the 
equipment carefully to prolong its life. 

 • Change inventory procedures. Instead of stockpiling large inven- 
tories, producers can use a just-in-time inventory system, in  
which materials are ordered as they are needed.

 • Find alternative capital goods. In some cases, businesses are not  
able to use a particular capital good and must find a different  
one in order to operate. When the trucking industry goes on  
strike, for example, resource owners and producers ship  
their goods by rail or air. 

 • Modify current technology. Sometimes, current technology  
can be modified to meet the current needs of producers.  
Consider the evolution of computer-software programs.  
They change all the time to meet the new needs of  
their users.  

The just-in-time inventory system 
can increase efficiency and decrease 
waste, but can sometimes result in 
stock shortages.  

Creatas/Thinkstock
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What natural resources does your school or 

employer use? What about human resources? 

Capital goods? What actions has your school 

or place of business taken to make up for 

shortages in economic resources?

 1. What is an example of a limited  
natural resource?

 2. Why are there shortages of workers  
for certain jobs or professions?

 3. Give two examples of capital goods.

 4. What are four techniques that producers  
use when natural resources are limited?

 5. What nine techniques do resource owners 
and producers often use when faced with 
limited human resources?

 6. What four techniques do producers  
usually use to deal with limited  
capital goods?

Summary 

Natural resources, human resources, and capital goods are all limited for a number  
of reasons. Because economic resources are limited, businesses take a variety of  
steps to make up for the shortages.


